All Saints Church

An interior view of All Saints, taken in pre-electricity days.

All Saints' Sunday School, 1905. The Rev Percival stands to the left and slightly
forward of the village bobby, PC Mansfield. (The people all look rather old to attend
Sunday School but that’s what the banner says!)
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Enlarged views from the
previous photograph.
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Retirement of the Rev Golledge, 1st February 1976. Rev Golledge was vicar from
1963-76. In the photo, standing to the left of the vicar is Charlie Osborne; on the right
are Alan Robinson, Mrs Golledge and her daughter Rachel. Behind Mrs Golledge is
Lisabeth Robinson. Left of Alan is Mr Walters, organist, and to the right Mr Main.
Front left: Margaret Oliver. Others unknown
This is photograph of a lead heart case,
now in Taunton Museum, found in a cavity
in the north wall of the chancel during
restoration work in 1861. It measures
13.5cm x 12.5cm at the widest end and has
an overall length of 19.5cm.
Heart burials were quite common in the
12th and 13th centuries, especially in the
case of important people. Recorded
research suggests this particular case
might once have contained - albeit for a
brief period before being removed and
buried with the rest of the body - the
heart of Mary de Mohun, the young wife
of Sir John Meriet of Hestercombe, who
died in 1299, but there is no positive
proof of this. It was Sir John who was
responsible for the building of the church;
his manor house once stood nearby.
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Two photographs taken in 1955 when the five existing All Saint’s bells were removed
from the tower and transported to the Loughborough Bell Foundry to be re-cast and retuned before being re-hung in a new frame. A new sixth bell was also added. For more
information, see THE DEDICATION OF ALL SAINTS BELLS in the DOCUMENTS
section of this archive.

The Vicar, the Rev E Awre and his wife with one or two other adults and a number of
children, pose alongside the bells after they were removed from the tower before being
transported to the Loughborough Bell Foundry.

The reconditioned bells, ready for re-installation in the tower.
Adults left to right: The Rev E Awre, Reg Foxwell (Church Warden), Mrs Awre, two
visiting workers, Sam Cousins (local stonemason who often worked on the fabric of the
church), a third visiting worker, Harry Dabinet (Verger). The children are Elizabeth,
Michael and Rosemary Awre.
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